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Abstract: The electronic structures of transition metal oxides
play a crucial role in the physical and chemical properties of
solid materials. Defect engineering is an efficient way to reg-
ulate the electronic structure and improve the performance
of materials. Here, we develop a defect engineering route

that is implemented by controlling the topochemical reac-
tions between cobalt perovskite and urea to optimize the

electronic structure of La0.5Sr0.5CoO3@d (LSCO). Urea pyrolysis

is able to increase the oxygen defect concentration and
cause octahedral distortions. Furthermore, we can distinctly

observe that the introduction of oxygen vacancies narrows
the hybridization orbital between O 2p and Co 3d and opti-
mizes the O p-band center near the Fermi level by X-ray ab-
sorption spectroscopy, which greatly improves the catalytic
activity of CO oxidation and photocatalytic water splitting.

These results highlight the relationship between oxygen de-
fects, electronic structure, and catalytic activity of perovskite

LSCO, and demonstrate a rational approach to defect design

and reveal the importance of anion redox chemistry for the
structures and properties of perovskite oxides.

Introduction

With the growing global environmental contamination and

energy crisis, the study of carbon monoxide oxidation[1] and
photoinduced water splitting[2] is vital to environmental man-

agement and renewable energy exploitation.[3, 4] At present,

precious metals have been widely studied owing to their high
catalytic activity, however, the high cost and scarcity of pre-

cious metals limit their commercial application. It is extremely
urgent to develop highly active and cost-effective catalysts.

Perovskite oxides have great potential for CO oxidation and
photoinduced water splitting because of their high catalytic

activity, low cost, wide element variety, and environmental

friendliness.[5] Traditional methods for improving the catalytic
activity of perovskite oxides mainly focus on the specific sur-
face area and the effect of the A cation and B cation. However,
defect engineering is also viewed as one of the most effective

and efficient ways to control the electronic structure of solid
materials, resulting in excellent physicochemical properties.[6]

Perovskite oxides generally have A-site defects and oxygen de-
fects. In our previous work,[7] La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 treated with dilute
HNO3 produced A-site defects and exposed more B-sites on

the perovskite surface, which clearly improved CO catalytic ac-
tivity. However, oxygen defects also have an important effect

on material performance. Generally speaking, we intuitively
think that transition metal (TM) cations may be the redox part-

ner to molecular oxygen in transition metal oxides on account

of the valence change of the TM cations.[8] But some recent
studies indicated that surface oxygen anions of perovskite

oxides acting as redox-active sites are also important to its
chemical properties,[9] and the evidence reveals that the con-

ventional surface redox center of cations is not sufficient to ex-

plain the catalytic behavior of perovskites.[1a, 8c, 10] Shao-Horn
and co-workers have studied in depth the effect of the O p-

band center position relative to the Fermi level and hybridiza-
tion of the metal 3d and O 2p on the oxygen evolution reac-

tion (OER) and the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) of perov-
skite oxides by changing cations.[11] In view of this, our study
addresses the effect of oxygen defects on the electronic struc-

ture and catalytic properties of perovskite oxides. The extra
oxygen defects in perovskite oxides, such as Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3,

Sr2CoMoO6, and ACoO3, are usually obtained by annealing in
a reducing atmosphere. However, different from these exam-

ples, LSCO (La0.5Sr0.5CoO3@d) has a strong redox property and
narrow control range. Therefore, it is very difficult for LSCO to

be used to explore appropriate H2 annealing temperatures and

times to obtain the desired defect structures. To overcome this
problem, we design a topochemical solid-state reaction be-

tween urea and perovskite LSCO to substitute H2 annealing
and we can control the oxygen defect concentration well by

adjusting the mass ratio of LSCO and urea.
In this work, we developed a very practical method to con-

trol the oxygen defects and study in depth the correlation be-

tween oxygen defects, electronic structure, and catalytic activi-
ty such as CO oxidation and photocatalytic water splitting. Our

work demonstrated that our defect engineering project is very
efficient and low cost. This study also provides insights into

the importance of anion redox chemistry in oxygen-deficient
perovskite oxides for carbon monoxide oxidation and water
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oxidation. It will bring new opportunities to preparation of
high-efficiency solid materials.

Result and DiscussionDefect engineering of
perovskite oxide La0.5Sr0.5CoO3@@d

In previous studies,[12] extra oxygen vacancies were generally
obtained by annealing at high temperature in a reducing at-

mosphere. However, oxygen defects in perovskite LSCO is diffi-

cult to control owing to its strong redox property. In our work,
we utilize solid topochemical reactions to manufacture more

oxygen defects and regulate the concentration of oxygen va-
cancies and octahedral distortions by adjusting the mass ratio

of LSCO and urea. The principle diagram of the approach to
prepare oxygen-deficient perovskite LSCO is shown in Fig-

ure 1 (a). Urea, as reductant, is used to manufacture oxygen de-

fects and oxygen in the air is used to prevent excessive reduc-
tion of perovskite. Thus, we can reasonably control its defect
structure by regulating the topochemical reaction. To better
clarify the chemical reaction process, we performed in situ
thermogravimetric/differential thermogravimetric analysis (TG-
DTA) measurements, the results of which are shown in Fig-

ure 1 (b). TG-DTA data for urea pyrolysis under an air atmos-
phere and pyrolysis of perovskite oxide and urea under a nitro-

gen atmosphere are considered as correlative data to analyze
the reaction process (details in Figures S1 and S2 in the Sup-

porting Information). Perovskite oxide is usually stable in air
under 1200 K, so we clearly see that the prepared original

sample (LSCO-1) basically has no weight loss or has a very
small amount of weight loss and there is no endothermic and

exothermic reaction with the increase in temperature.

However, the measurement results of LSCO-2 and LSCO-3
show apparent changes in contrast to LSCO-1. LSCO-2 and

LSCO-3 have endothermic peaks at approximately 133 8C,
which are attributed to the melting of urea, and the mass loss

is very small before the melting point. There is an endothermic
peak at approximately 170 8C and the mass loss rate dramati-

cally increased between 150 8C and 290 8C, which usually im-

plies evaporation and decomposition of urea. These are consis-
tent to TG-DTA data of urea in air (TG-DTA data of urea in air is

given in the Supporting Information Figure S1).[13] However,
the mass loss rate is different from that of urea between

290 8C and 460 8C, where the weight loss curves of LSCO-2 and
LSCO-3 become flatter than that of urea. The DTA curve of

urea has a clear endothermic peak at approximately 380 8C,

where urea is further decomposed, whereas the LSCO and
urea derivatives are stable coexisting compounds. The decom-

position process of urea is very complicated and is all endo-
thermic; there are many intermediate products such as amme-

lide, ammonium cyanate, cyanuric acid, cyanic acid, and mela-
mine.[14] However, LSCO-3 has a noticeable exothermic peak

and weight loss at approximately 520 8C, where LSCO reacts

with urea derivatives and this exothermic reaction is deemed
to show that LSCO produced more oxygen vacancies and its

octahedral structure has serious distortion.[15] LSCO-2 does not
have a sharp exothermic peak because the content of urea is

relatively small. Urea derivatives and LSCO are completely py-
rolyzed at approximately 650 8C, so we calcined the mixture

samples for 1 h at 550–650 8C in air.

Analysis of structure and oxygen defects for
perovskite oxide La0.5Sr0.5CoO3@@d

Figure 2 (a) displays the XRD patterns of LSCO-1, LSCO-2, and
LSCO-3, which correspond to the cubic perovskite structure

(Cubic, Pm3m). All the diffraction planes are labeled in Fig-
ure 2 (a). When the ratio of urea and perovskite LSCO was
gradually raised, the oxygen defects also markedly increased.
The oxygen vacancy d value in La0.5Sr0.5CoO3@d was determined
by chemical titration. The chemical composition of the original

sample LSCO-1 is La0.5Sr0.5CoO2.87, that of LSCO-2 (LSCO/urea
5:1) is La0.5Sr0.5CoO2.84, and that of LSCO-3 (LSCO/urea 1:2) is

La0.5Sr0.5CoO2.76. Meanwhile, splitting of the peak (220) of LSCO-

3 around 698 was distinctly observed compared with LSCO-
1 and LSCO-2 in Figure 2 (b), implying an increase in CoO5

square pyramids as a result of the urea pyrolysis reaction,
which coincided with the amount of oxygen vacancies mea-

sured by chemical titration.[12a] The formation of more Co3 +

with larger radius (ionic radius: Co3 + (HS) = 0.610 a, Co3 +

Figure 1. (a) The approach to prepare oxygen-deficient perovskite LSCO; the
red spheres represent oxygen atoms; gray spheres represent La/Sr atoms;
white spheres with red dotted lines represent oxygen vacancies. (b) TG-DTA
analysis of the LSCO (1, 2, and 3) under air atmosphere; the black line
(LSCO-1) indicates the original synthetic sample (LSCO) without urea; the
blue line (LSCO-2) indicates the sample with LSCO/urea 5:1; the red line
(LSCO-3) indicates the sample with LSCO/urea 1:2.
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(LS) = 0.545 a Co4 + = 0.530 a) makes its lattice parameters in-
crease, hence most peaks shifted slightly to lower angles (Fig-

ure S3(a), (b), and (c) in the Supporting Information).[16] Further-
more, we performed infrared spectrum measurement and the
IR data for LSCO-1, LSCO-2, and LSCO-3 is shown in Figure S8
(in the Supporting Information). A vibration band around

664 cm@1 represents the Co4 +@O bond stretching vibration in
the BO6 octahedron.[17] The appearance of this vibration band

at higher frequencies could be attributed to the interaction be-
tween Co4 + and O in perovskite La0.5Sr0.5CoO3@d. The bands
around 569 and 588 cm@1 are assigned to the two kinds of

Co3+@O bond bending vibration in the BO6 octahedron.[18]

After urea pyrolysis, two bending vibration bands were com-

bined into one band at around 572 cm@1 for LSCO-2 and at
around 578 cm@1 for LSCO-3. This could be attributed to the

increase in CoO5 square pyramids owing to the urea pyrolysis

reaction. The length of Co@O in the CoO5 square pyramids is
between 569 cm@1 (Co1@O) and 588 cm@1 (Co2@O) in the CoO6

octahedron. Further, the length of Co@O became shorter with
the increase in urea content and the Co@O bond bending vi-

bration peak was shifted to a higher frequency but remained
below 588 cm@1. Therefore, splitting of the peak (220) of LSCO-

3 around 698 and the IR spectra implied an increase in CoO5

square pyramids owing to the urea pyrolysis reaction. ESR

(electron spin resonance), as a technique to detect paramag-
netic lattice defects, is usually used to analyze surface oxygen

species at room temperature.[19] The ESR data of the original
sample LSCO-1 coincided with other literature data,[20] showing
a hump at about 325 mT.[20a] However, after topological reduc-
tion and urea pyrolysis, the peak intensity at about 300 mT (g
2.21) clearly increased and other small peaks developed at

other positions (g 3.08 and 2.10), which were attributed to
spin interactions of Co ions and various surface oxygen spe-

cies.[19b, 20b, 21]

Surface composition analysis of the perovskite
LSCO with different oxygen defects

It is well known that catalytic reactions mainly happen on the
surface of solid materials. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XAS), a highly surface-sensitive detection tool, is broadly used
to study surface electronic structure. XPS, as a semi-quantita-

tive analysis technique, is usually used to measure the element

composition and electronic state of the solid surface. It is very
profitable to study structure–activity relationships of materials

with the help of XAS and XPS. Modification of the surface elec-
tronic structure often causes changes in the surface chemical

composition. Surface chemical composition analysis results of
LSCO with different oxygen defects are shown in Figure 3 (a).

Because structure of Co 3p, Co 3s, and La 4d is relatively compli-

cated, it is very difficult to distinguish “surface” components
from “lattice” components (XPS data of La 4d and Co 2p are

shown in the Supporting Information, Figure S3). Sr 3d and
O 1s on the surface of LSCO generally were used to analyze

the surface chemical composition and structure.[22] According
to previous research, we could separate Sr and O into surface

and lattice components, where “surface Sr” located in the

high-energy region (approximately 133.4–133.6 eV)[22, 23] was
considered as SrCO3 or Sr(OH)2 ; “lattice Sr” located in the low-

energy region (approximately 131.6–132.7 eV) was considered
as perovskite LSCO; “surface O” located in a higher energy
region (approximately 531.1–531.5 eV) was regarded as ab-
sorbed oxygen and SrCO3 or Sr(OH)2 ; and “lattice O” located in
a low-energy region (approximately 528.7–529.7 eV) was re-
garded as perovskite La0.5Sr0.5CoO3@d. The Sr 3d peak could be

fitted and separated into two doublets (Sr 3d5/2 and 3d3/2), and
Sr 3d3/2 is about 1.8 eV higher than Sr 3d5/2, the peak area of
Sr 3d3/2 is about 1.5 times as much as that of Sr 3d5/2.[23] To di-

rectly observe the change in surface chemical composition, we
converted the fitting results in Figure 3 (a) into a histogram in

Figure 3 (b), where the integral area ratios were identified as
the chemical composition content ratios. We can see that the

surface O and Sr content were improved after urea pyrolysis

(Figure 3 (b)). This is because the topology reduction reaction
between LSCO and urea created more oxygen vacancies and

the proportion of urea and LSCO had important effect on reg-
ulating its oxygen vacancy content. Surface Sr enrichment also

could be explained by the increase in oxygen vacancies.[22] In
the topology reduction process, SrCoO3 layer enriched on the

Figure 2. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the LSCO (1, 2, and 3); the
tiny peak denoted by the purple circle indicates a SrCO3 secondary phase.
(b) XRD patterns of the LSCO (1, 2, and 3) for (220), partially enlarged view.
(c) Room-temperature ESR spectra of the LSCO (1, 2, and 3) under air atmos-
phere; the red line (LSCO-1) indicates the original sample (LSCO); the blue
line (LSCO-2) indicates the sample with LSCO/urea 5:1; the magenta line
(LSCO-3) indicates the sample with LSCO/urea 1:2.
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surface of perovskite LSCO lost some oxygen atoms and its

surface was reconstructed, where some of the Co–O octahedra
transformed into Co–O square pyramids and another part of
the SrCoO3 layer transformed into a surface second phase and

oxygen vacancies. Hence, we think that urea pyrolysis had pos-
itive effect on regulating surface chemical composition and

structure.

The electronic structure of the LSCO with dif-
ferent oxygen defects

To unambiguously comprehend the electronic structure of
LSCO with different oxygen defects, X-ray absorption spectros-

copy (XAS), as an ideal tool, is used to reflect the electronic
state of unoccupied orbitals. The X-ray absorption near edge

structure (XANES) O K-edge spectrum normalized from 520 eV
to 550 eV, which is related to the metal–O 2p hybridization, is

displayed in Figure 4 (a). The pre-edge peak (a) at approximate-
ly 526.2 eV, which originates from negative charge transfer D,
distinctly becomes weaker and weaker with the increase in

oxygen vacancies.[24] The decrease in Co4 + reduces the charge
transfer between Co4 + and O2@. According to a previous

report,[25] peaks b, c, and d can be ascribed to the overlapping
bands between Co 3d and O 2p; peaks f and g are considered

as the result of hybridization between Sr 4d/La 5d and O 2p;
peak h is attributed to the overlapping band between Co 4sp

and O 2p; and peak e was confirmed to be a superoxide spe-
cies O2@ (or an oxygen gas absorption dip), which in particular
exists in the surface region of perovskite La0.5Sr0.5CoO3@d.[9b, 26]

From our data in Figure 4 (a), we could clearly see that the
area of peak b decreased with the increase in oxygen vacan-

cies compared with peaks c and d. The intensity of peak e (B
region) became strong, which was attributed to the square-

pyramidal coordination of Co ions after urea pyrolysis. Hence,

we could come to the conclusion that urea topology reduction
was able to make LSCO gain more oxygen vacancies and its

oxygen vacancy concentration could be regulated by design-
ing the proportion of urea and LSCO; introduction of oxygen

vacancies narrowed the hybridized orbital between Co 3d and
O 2p; more O2 absorbed on the surface and turned into O2@ to

Figure 3. (a) XPS data of LSCO with different oxygen defects in the O 1s and
Sr 3d regions (green solid circles = measurement; purple line = sum of fits ;
black line = background; pink line = surface O and Sr; blue line = lattice O
and Sr). (b) “Surface” Sr or O (total area)/“lattice” Sr or O (total area) of LSCO-
1, LSCO-2, and LSCO-3 by data fitting.

Figure 4. (a) The O K-edge XANES of LSCO with different oxygen defects.
(b) Evolution of the Co L2-, L3-edges XANES for LSCO-1, LSCO-2, and LSCO-3.
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generate the superoxide-related peak e in the O K-edge XANES
spectrum.

The Co L2, L3 XANES spectrum normalized from 770 eV to
805 eV is presented in Figure 4 (b). The Co L-edge has two con-

tinuous absorption peaks caused by spin-orbit interactions
(Co 2p1/2 and Co 2p3/2) and is usually related to the valence
state.[25, 27] Co L2-edge is on the high-energy side (Co 2p1/2!
Co 3d) and the Co L3-edge is located on the low-energy side
(Co 2p3/2!Co 3d). From Figure 4 (b), we could clearly observe
that the shoulder of the Co L2-, L3-edge moved towards lower
energy with the increase in urea content and their main peak
intensity also slightly decreases. This result implies that the
average valence of cobalt decreased as a result of urea pyroly-

sis. Compared with the absorption spectra of the O K-edge
and Co L-edge, the Co K-edge absorption spectrum was deter-

mined by XANES and EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine

structure). The XANES spectra represent the transition from
Co 1s to Co 4p, but there was also a transition from Co 1s to

Co 3d at approximately 15 eV below the main peak owing to
hybridization between Co 3d and O 2p. The EXAFS spectra

could give us information about the average structure of the
materials, and it does not rely on long range order and can

give structural information about the neighboring absorbed

atoms (coordination number, disorder degree, and bond
length, for example). The XANES spectra of LSCO with different

urea contents are shown in Figure 5 (a). The position of the Co

K-edge absorption slightly shifts towards the low energy
region with the increase in urea content and its partially en-

larged graph is displayed in Figure 5 (a). The shift of the LSCO-
2 (urea/LSCO 5:1) signal is smaller than that of LSCO-3 owing

to the different urea contents, implying that the Co valence in
LSCO could be regulated by controlling the topological chemi-

cal reaction between urea and LSCO. The Co K-edge k3c(k) os-
cillation curve of LSCO made by urea pyrolysis is shown in Fig-
ure S4 (in the Supporting Information) ; it displays differences

in terms of peak intensity compared with original sample, but
the geometrical shape is essentially the same, hinting that

their main structure did not undergo a large change. This was
further verified by their corresponding Fourier transformed (FT)
k3c(k) functions in Figure 5 (b), where the first shell at approxi-
mately 1.9 a was Co@O and the second shell at approximately

3.6 a was Co@La/Sr and Co@Co. For Co@O coordination in the

first shell, the peak intensity of LSCO-3 became weak com-
pared with LSCO-1 and LSCO-2, which was attributed to the in-

crease in structure disorder on account of the formation of
more oxygen vacancies. Meanwhile, for Co@La/Sr and Co@Co

in the second shell, the peak intensity gradually decreased and
the peak position visibly shifted to lower bond length with the

increase in urea content. Topology reduction by urea pyrolysis

brought about formation of CoO5 square pyramids and more
octahedral distortion. The fitting data results, such as intera-

tomic distance, Debye–Waller factor, R-factor, and inner poten-
tial correction, are displayed in the Supporting Information,

Table S1, and their fitting data are shown in Figure S4.

Correlation between oxygen defects, electron-
ic structure, and catalytic properties

The catalytic properties of perovskite oxides are not only af-
fected by conventional parameters such as metal cations and

specific surface area, but also by their structure defects and

anion redox chemistry.[8c, 28] It is thus very important to under-
stand the correlation between oxygen defects (anion redox

chemistry) and catalytic properties. Oxygen activation is the
rate-determining step for perovskite catalysts in CO oxidation.

The relative location of the valence bond and electronic struc-
ture near the Fermi energy are of great importance in the
transfer of electrons and holes, which further influences its ac-
tivity in photocatalytic water splitting. In our work, when the

urea content was increased in the topological reduction pro-
cess, the catalytic properties of regulated perovskite were dra-
matically enhanced. The specific catalytic activity (CO oxidation
and photocatalytic oxygen evolution) is shown in Figure 6 (a)
and (b). Compared with original sample LSCO-1, the tempera-

ture required for 50 % conversion decreased by about 20 8C for
LSCO-2 and by about 42 8C for LSCO-3 for carbon monoxide

oxidation. The water oxidation activity of LSCO-2 was im-
proved by about a factor of two and that of LSCO-3 was in-
creased by about a factor of three. Based on the above experi-

mental data, we could show that the product of urea pyrolysis
could react with perovskite LSCO in air at 600 8C, which made

LSCO yield more oxygen vacancies and octahedral distortion,
and the higher the content of urea was, the more oxygen va-

Figure 5. (a) The Co K-edge XANES of LSCO with different oxygen defects.
(b) The R-space Fourier-transformed FT (k3c(k)) of Co K-edge EXAFS spectra
data of different oxygen defects.
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cancies and the higher the degree of distortion of perovskite
LSCO was. The valence of Co gradually decreased with the in-

crease in oxygen vacancies from the Co K-edge and Co L-edge
absorption spectra. XRD and ESR also showed that the octahe-

dral structure of CoO6 caused distortion, and square pyramids
of CoO5 and surface superoxide species clearly increased. The
O p-band center that controlled the chemical processes also

showed a downshift relative to the Fermi level (valence band
XPS spectra of LSCO-1, 2, and 3 are shown in the Supporting
Information, Figure S6). With the increase in oxygen vacancies
of perovskite LSCO, the degree of hybridization between the

O 2p and Co 3d states visibly became weaker, which was extra-
ordinary beneficial to activate oxygen absorbed on the surface

of perovskite LSCO. The narrowed electronic state between

Co 3d and O 2p not only improved oxygen mobility, but also
changed the relative position of Co 3d and O 2p near the Fermi

energy, which was likely to give rise to the enhancement of
the catalytic activity in CO oxidation and water splitting.

Conclusion

We designed a simple and cost-effective method to engineer
oxygen defects of perovskite oxides and could well regulate

the oxygen defect concentration by adjusting the proportion
of perovskite LSCO and urea. By carrying out surface-sensitive

XAS, used to characterize the electronic structure, we found
that oxygen defects (anion redox chemistry) also play a key

role in the covalent part of the TM@O bond and O p-band
center. Specifically, we observed that introduction of more

oxygen vacancies narrowed the overlap between the Co 3d
state and O 2p state and also increased the absorbed oxygen

on the surface of perovskite LSCO, resulting in improvement of
oxygen mobility and optimization of the relative location for
Co 3d, O 2p, and the valence band near the Fermi level, which
is beneficial for improving the catalytic activity in carbon mon-
oxide oxidation and photocatalytic water splitting. The rela-

tionship between oxygen defects, electronic structure, and
catalytic properties such as carbon monoxide oxidation and
photocatalytic water splitting activity of the perovskite
La0.5Sr0.5CoO3@d furthermore showed that an isolated compre-

hension of which transition metal cations act as redox partner
is insufficient. These important insights into defect engineering

and effect of anion redox chemistry on the electronic structure

and catalytic property provide a new avenue to design highly
efficient catalysts.

Experimental Section

Materials synthesis

La0.5Sr0.5CoO3@d catalysts were synthesized through a sol-gel
method. La(NO3)3·6 H2O, Sr(NO3)2, and Co(NO3)2·6 H2O in a stoichio-
metric ratio were dissolved in distilled water (10 mL).[29] Citric acid
monohydrate was added to the mixture in 12 % excess to ensure
complete complexation of the metal ions. An appropriate amount
of polyvinyl alcohol was added to the solution to achieve the de-
sired viscosity. The solution was stirred at room temperature for
2 h. The resulting solution was then heated to 80 8C with continu-
ous stirring until a viscous and transparent gel formed. The gel
was subsequently dried overnight at 240 8C. The resulting fluffy
spongy LSCO precursor was crushed and then was calcined in air
at 950 8C for 10 h at a heating rate of 3 8C min@1.

Defect regulation of materials

The catalysts were mixed with urea at the desired ratio (catalyst/
urea 5:1 or 1:2). Then, the mixture was crushed adequately and cal-
cined for 1 h at 550–650 8C in air with 5 8C min@1 heating rate.

Materials characterization

The catalysts with different oxygen vacancy concentrations were
characterized by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD), which was collect-
ed with an Ultima IV diffractometer with CuKa radiation (l
0.15418 nm) at 40 kV and 30 mA at room temperature by step
scanning in an angle range of 208–808. X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) was recorded with a Thermo ESCALab 250 analyzer
operating at constant analyzer energy mode and using monochro-
matic AlKa radiation (1486.6 eV). The binding energy of the ac-
quired spectra was referenced to the C 1s line at 284.6 eV. A ther-
mobalance with a differential thermal analysis attachment (TGA
Q500) was used for the TG-DTA study. In this study, these samples
were analyzed at a heating rate of 10 8C min@1 with a flow rate of
50 mL min@1 in air at 1 bar and the sample mass was 8.0 mg. ESR
spectra were obtained with a JES-FA200 ESR spectrometer at room
temperature. High-energy X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of the Co
K-edge were measured at the beamline BL14W1 (Shanghai Syn-
chrotron Radiation Facility). XAS spectra (EXAFS and XANES re-

Figure 6. (a) CO oxidation activity of LSCO-1, LSCO-2, and LSCO-3. (b) Photo-
catalytic oxygen evolution with a blank, LSCO-1, LSCO-2, and LSCO-3.
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gions) were carried out at room temperature in transmission
mode, by using self-supported wafers of the perovskite oxide sam-
ples with LiF diluents, monochromatized by utilizing a Si (111)
channel-cut monochromator. A standard Co foil was introduced to
realize energy calibration. Typical XAS spectra of Co K-edge were
recorded from 7500 eV to 8500 eV, with a variable step energy
value, with a minimum 0.2 eV step across the XANES region. The
EXAFS oscillations were Fourier transformed in the range 2.0–
12.0 a@1. These experimental data were analyzed and fitted by
using the software package IFEFFIT. The coordination numbers, in-
teratomic distances, Debye–Waller factor, and inner potential cor-
rection were used as variable parameters for the fitting procedures.
The Co L-edge and O K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge (XANES)
spectra were measured in the total electron yield (TEY) mode by
collecting sample drain current under a vacuum better than 5 V
10@8 Pa, which was carried out at the BL12B-a beamline of the Na-
tional Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (NSRL) in China. The beam
from a bending magnet was monochromatized with a varied line-
spacing plane grating and refocused by a toroidal mirror. The
oxygen-deficient content d value was deduced by calculating the
cobalt oxidation state by chemical titration. These samples (LSCO-
1, LSCO-2, and LSCO-3) weighed about 15 mg and were dissolved
in 30 mL 3 m HCl, where KI (0.14 g) and starch (10 mg) was added.
I@ was easily oxidized into I2 owing to the strong oxidizing proper-
ty of Co3 + and Co4 + in the acidic environment. Then, Na2S2O3

(0.015 mol L@1) was used to calibrate the content of I2. Further, we
could calculate the d value by electron transfer balance. The titra-
tion experiment was repeated three times for every sample. Infra-
red spectroscopy (FTIR) was recorded with an IFS-66V/S infrared
spectrum radiometer. These samples were pressed as pellets with
the weight ratio of sample to KBr of 1:120. The instrument mea-
surement range is from 400 cm@1 to 2000 cm@1. The instrument
resolution was set at 4 cm@1 during the measurements.

CO oxidation and water splitting

The activities of the catalysts were tested in a fixed-bed quartz re-
actor (inner diameter of 5 mm) using catalyst (50 mg, 40–60 mesh).
The feed gas mixture contained 1 % CO, 20 % O2, and the carrier
gas was Ar. The total flow rate of the feed gas was 50 cm3 min@1.
The concentrations of the CO were analyzed by gas chromatogra-
phy (Agilent, GC6890N) equipped with a TCD. The conversion rate
was obtained by calculating the concentrations of CO at different
temperatures.

Photocatalytic water oxidation was performed in a quartz vessel
fitted with a water jacket for maintaining the temperature at 19:
0.5 8C. Catalyst (5 mg), [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2·6 H2O (0.5 mm; bpy = bipyri-
dine), Na2S2O8 (10 mm), sodium fluorosilicate (20 mL), and sodium
bicarbonate buffer solution (pH 7.0) were used in this experiment.
All profiles were corrected accordingly and the mixture was
purged with N2 to get zero oxygen detection by a Clark electrode.
The reaction vessel was irradiated with a 300 W Xe lamp fitted
with a 420 nm cut-off filter and evolved oxygen was detected by
a Clark electrode. The measurements were recorded for 7 min
owing to consumption of sacrificial electron acceptor or the de-
composition of [Ru(bpy)3]2 + as already described by others.[30]
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